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abstract: This article aims at proposing a method to create the future vision, which is a
qualitative, long-term prospect of regional requirements in the future, providing
fundamental conditions for the transportation planning. The future vision is-obtained
through scenario writing by transportation planners concerned. The future vision consists
of several future images, each of which involves curent status, policy direction and role
of transportation plan in terms of infrastructure building and management.

1. INTRODUCTION

When planning transportation projects over a wide area, the most significant data is the
number of the personal trips in one day. The method of surveying the personal trips and
analyzing the results have already been systematized during the length 

- of a
three-decade-long field study. The quantitative analysis is usually based on a
conventional four-step forecasting technique to ensurs a reasonable level of satisfaction
from a practical point of view. The conventional method has estimated the transportation
demand in the future by use of the data taken by the personal trip survey and also have
made the plans for counterbalancing the difference between the'transp6rtation demand
and the existing capacity with new infrastructures(see the right box in Figure 1).
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Indeed the conventional method was very effective in the days of economic growth
because it made a rule for the transportation demand to increase, but is not so useful now
that there has been a slight growth in economy. Moreover when the target planning
period is as long as 15 to 20 years, or when planning in the situation such that the
tonstruction of infrastructures indispensable to- our daily life is nearly finished, in
addition to quantitative discussion, a qualitative analysis should be taken into account.
The qualitatiie analysis can reflect the-socioeconomic circumstances both in and outside

of th6 country that-influence the transportation trends, and the changes of individual
values that will determine travel demand in the future. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
quantitative analysis and the qualitative analysis should work together by holding the

fundamental infoimation in common and exchanging their proper information.

The prcsent paper aims at attempting to include a new qualitative analysis, which .is
based' on a long-term perspectivi, in the process of transportation planning. with. the

personal trip suriey. Stated-in other terms, ihis paper Pro-Po.sqs a nev/ aPproach to show

the long-tcrin regional requirements from the viewpoint of global transportation planning.
The apfroach is-rather policy-oriented, and mainly discusses ? policy. direction, a role of
the trarisportation plan, ind do on(see the left bol in Figure 1)..tn this approach scenario

writing dnd Delphi method are important-tools. The transportation planners are asked to

write icenarios bf the future vision for the area that assesses the role of transportation
plans. Through Delphi feedback processes,-agreement among the. planners can be reached

bn the future- imagi of the area,-with clarifying the various problems to be discussed in
the transportation-planning process. Needl-ess to say, the quantitative and qualitative
methods ihould be 

-complerndntary 
to each other. The future vision is expected to create

more rational and realiltic transportation plans in collaboration with the conventional
four-step method.

The study area is the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area(Fukuoka Prefecture and a

division df Sugu Prefecture, Japan), where the third personal trip survey was c.arried o.ut

in 1993 and th'e long-term transportation plan is now in the plann-ing^stages utilizing the

data. The estimated i=ime frame tif thc completion date of the plan is 2015'

2. PRINCIPLES FOR MAKTNG THE FUTURE VTSION

This article defines the future vision as the specific description of the characteristics of
the area for the target year including the poliCy direction that the area should be leading
to. The principles for making the future vision are as follows.
(r) rutuie vidion is decided'for the specific area of the North Kyushu Metropolitan

Area.
(2) Future vision has a number of aspects, because in the same area there are carried out

different kinds of activities, both-international and local, both economic and cultural.
Therefore the area can be an economic center in the East Asia as well as a cultural
community adapted to the aged society. In order to describe each future a.speg.t,

scenarios ire driwn up with i hierarchical structure of 'futurc image' (top level)
l- 

"rir.ni 
ttutr.' (u'pper middle level) - 'policy direction' (lo*dr middle level)

'role of transportation plan' (bottom level ). Future image is the planning
strategy or the titli to specify the future vision, while- th-e policy direction-and.role
of tr;lportation plan ari more detailed objectives and plans with proposed actions.

(:) n team of transportation planning experts dircctly makes the future vision, future
image and scenaiio(Masser et al., 199D. Here the experts include the authors, the

tranlportation engineers, planners and managers in local authorities in the target

afea.
(+) tn order to increase appropriateness and feasibility, the future vision, future image

and scenario should talie into account the opinions of various interest groups and

their contents should bc amended accordingly.

This study employs the Delphi method(for example, see Arai et al., 1984), as it can
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clarify the difference. between people's perception and opinion, and encourage to share
common understanding in the feedback process of 

- 
repeated questionn-aires. The

subjectivity and prejudices of the planners ire thus excluded and ihe knowledge and
values that the planners lack can be iupplemented( Crookall et al., 1995) .

3. METHOD OF MAKING THE FUTURE VISION

The flow djaglam. of making the future. vision- is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, the
concept and direction of the comprehensive national development p'ian are summarized.
By studying the structural changes over time in the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area and
by reviewing the master plan of each city in the North Kyushu Metrofolitan Area, thc
structure of the whole arca can be understood. Combining the iesults with' the
socioeconomic outlook for the target year yielded_an initial vers-ion of the future vision,
which is referred to as the "primary future vision."

Subsequently, a-questionnaire survey was carried out in order to correct errors including
in the primary future vision, and to add any missing information. The secondary futurE
vision thus can be obtained after revising the primaly future vision by refening to the
results of the questionnaire.

The 4th comprehensive national development plan

Socioeconomic trend ol 21st century

The reviews of master plan

The analysis of area structure

Primary scenario

Figure 2 Flow diagram ol rmklng thc tuturs vision
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Finally, another questionnaire survey .was- conducted to increase the feasibility and

"oniiJtin.y 
of the bcenarios. The s.condury future.visio,n revised !y tfrg,eu;s1io""1ii?^:1"

thus be uded as the final version of the future vision(simply called the tuture vlsron./.

The working procedure is described below.

3.1 Setting of Future Image

Based upon the fourth comprehensive national development plan(see National Land

d;;;y;'19-8i:1iir, and tlie analysis_of the roles of 
-Kyushu-and 

the North Kyushu

ft{?t.oiotitun Area, the future images of the area in the early 2Lst century were set as

follows.
tT)"iuiu..or"opic viewpoint : Taking- account of important. economic ,t:l-"[!rylil

between sunounding areas, the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area is aimed to be the

center for vital development.
f Z> liili"r* i"'"i"*p"i"i : Due to the increasing diversification,of gersonal values, the

area is aiined to bL "the community providing a comfortable life.
(:) fi,";!;;; tilimages were turth6r'broken down into seven future images, whose

titles are illustrated in Figure 3.
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1. lntemational hub
connected to the East Asia

2. Center in the Southwest of
Japan

3. Attractivs area bY
comoetition and
cooderation among cities

4. Management and
restoralion of environment

5. Development o, a vital
industrial society

6. Community adapted to the
aged society

7. Dynamic lile aciualizing
diversified values

Figure 3 Seven luture images

3.2 Primary Future Vision

The detailed content of the seven future images was clarified based on an analysis of the

;;; ;tt ;trre, ixisting fluni una projects rinder consideration. Next, the transportation

olu*"., drew up the ie^nario to achieve each future image as follows'

til"K;;;;ar lrio"i"t"a with each future image were collected in brain-storming among

the transPortation Planners.

Ioumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol' 2, No' 4, Autumn' 1997
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(Z) fle current status of each future image was assessed accurately. The collected
keywords were categorized into four classes according to policy direction, role of
transportation infrastructure plan, role of transportation mariagement plan and other
measures.

(3) Sased on the list of keywords, the scenario was written according to the following
viewpoints.
(a) Cunent status : The current status of the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area was

described considering the socioeconomic changes from the past.
(U) eoticy -direction : Th-e policy direction of devJlopment expected to realize each
_ future image was described.
(c) Ro-le of transportation plan : The roles of transportation plan both in terms of

infrastructure and-management were assessed iri order to- determine the policy
direction of each future image.

3.3 First Questionnaire

The first questionnaire survey was implemented to evaluate the importance of elements,
to correct errors, and to add any missing information concerning the-primary future vision
previously fop9d. Table 1 illustrates the major survey items. This sirvey was conducted
against people involved in transportation planning 'or who have technical knowledge
about transportation plannjngi specifically university staff(17 persons), government stiff
\22) and think-tank staff(L7) were selected.

I-ong-Term Regional Requirements Clarified through Transportation Planners'Scenario Writing 1181

Content

rmage . Evaluation about content
(probable or not)

. Addition of missing intormation

. Evaluation about current status
(probable or not)

. Addition of missing information

of direction
A:important and highly feasible
B:important but less feasible
C:not important

A:important and highly feasible
B:important but less teasible
C:not important

. Addition of planning elements
(important and highly feasible)

3.4 Secondary Future Vision

The.team-of transportation planners revised the primary future vision by referring to the
results of the first questionnaire(see Figure 4). Every item of the qluestionnaire was
determined to be one among 'Adoption' ,-'Non-adoption' and 'Re-examination' according
to an overall evaluation of the importance and feasibility of the elements. 'Adoption' iI
subdivided into three categories; 'Adoption with non-amendment,' 'Adoption *ith slisht
amendment,' and 'Adoptidn after revision.' For 'Adoption witn itight urn'"ra-"nt,t io"-"
addition.and/or reinfoicement were made on the kLywords, and- for 'Adoption after
revision,' the content was revised. with referring the responses io the question itlms. Items
determined to be 'Non-adoption' were remov-ed from'the future visi'on.

Table 1 Flrst questionnaire

Joumal of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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A questionnaire survey was carried out again to assess the
difficulty of implementation for those elements that were determined
as "imp'ortant 6ut less feasible."

3.5 Second Questionnaire
The second questionnaire survey re-examined the elements of transportation plan judged
in the first suruey as "important-but less feasible", and asked questidns about the rdgio"nal
axis that means here a degree of the socioeconomic relation between regions. The
questions were added in order to make to the revised scenario detailed(Table 2).

Reexamination of importance and feasibility
lmportant issues to realize the plans
(technological,institutional,and f inancial)

The connecting axis to be strengthened

3.6 Finalizing the Future Vision
Based on the results of the second questionnaire, the secondary future vision was revised
in order to obtain the final version of the future vision. The method of revision was as
follows.
(1) Implementation scheme of transportation plans : The feasibility of achieving the

transportation plans was re-examined by the same as before. If the degree of
importance of an element was more than TOVo and the degree of feasibility was less
than 50Vo, amendments were made considering the important issues for its

. implementation.
(2) Regional axis : In addition to the results of the questionnaire, considering the

existing and future connections among the regions, the desirable way to strengthen
_ the regional axis was clarified.
(3) Mutual adjustment of future image and scenario : LBecause the scenarios to realize

the seven future images were partially overlapped and contradictory to some extent,
the contents were adjusted among the future visions and scenarios after the
secondary revision.

4. FUTURE VISION OF NORTH KYUSHU METROPOLITAN AREA

As stated above, the future vision of the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area proposed in
this study is composed of seven future images, and the scenarios to realize each future
image. The structure of the future vision and scenario is illustrated in Figure 5. This
chapter describes only a scenario titled "Attractive area by competition andcooperation
among cities' as an example.

4.1 Future Image

The North Kyushu Metropolitan Area, which is the leading area of the Kyushu Island,
has been urbanized owing to the concentration of population, industry and economy.
However, in some parts of this area, because of the stagnation of the industrial and
economic activity, their populations have been gradually decreasing.

By predicting the population in various ways, the population is expected to peak in the
North Kyushu Metropolitan Area, the same as in Japan, in the beginning of the 21st

feasibility ol
transportation plan

6udstioG;6out-
regional axis

Table 2 Second questlonnaire
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century but then expected to decrease.

In order to build an attractive area, it is necessary to activate the area by competition and

cooperation based on the characteristics and individuality.of each city and. region. This

activation will maintain the population, stimulate population exchange and form active
industry/economy and a highly individualized cultural society.

Figure 5 Structure of luture vision

4.2 Scenario

4.2.1 Current status

Fukuoka Prefecture occupying most of the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area has a

population of 4.83 milliriri, iaking it the ninth largest prefecture in. Japan, and its

iobutation has been increasing similar to Kumamoto Prefecture. The urbanization ratio,

intii.tr ir defined as the share 6f population in the densely inhabited district, is 66.5Vo and

has been gradually increasing. The-population of Saga lrqfeggleawhich occupies a part

oi-tfrir uri", i. aSout 880,001 and ttre urbanization iatio is 27.OVo. Both have remained

constant in iecent years. The ratio of population of both prefectures to that of Japan and

Kyushu are 4.6Vo atd 42.8Vo respectively.

Bv investieatins the share of various industries'output of Kyushu to Japan, the areat

"iri.utturui 
prductivity is estimated to be 3.7Eo to 2l.6Eo respectively and the share is

oieaictea to'decrease.'On the other hand, manufacturing and commercial output have

6een increasing, and the share of manufacturing is 3.8Vo in Japan to 50.9% respectively.

Journal of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportatio[ Studies, Vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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Also, the share of commercial output is 3.7Vo and 55.2Vo respectively.

Urbanization _!y tt " 
concentration of population and various city functions is in progress

in the North Kyushu Metrlpolitan Area, and its influence is extended not only wiitriritnis
area but also throughout Kyushu and Yamaguchi Prefecture. Within the Fuliuoka Urban
Area whose core is Fukuoka City, the concenhation of population, politics, and culture is
advancing. Particularly with the exEeme concentration 

-of 
many ciiy functions, Fukuoka

City is now preparing the Fukuoka Dome as a theme-park, the Science Park as a base for
the information industry, and Kyushu University as an academic sphere, while
Kitakyushu City is planning an international exhibition hall as the intematibnal function
and a project for western academic zone.

On.the contrary,-in some fishing and agricultural towns and villages, the stagnation of the
main industries forces their population and area activities to decrease.

4.2.2 Policy direction

According.to_ va-rious estimations (Research Institute for Population at the Ministry of
H-ealth and Welfare, Kyushu Economics Investigation Association, etc.), the population
of the North Kyushu Metropolitan-Areais expected to peak in the early 21st c6ntury and
then to decrease. Howev__er, in the Fukuoka Urban Area, the incre-ase of popuiation
continues and the peak will be slightly delayed compared with other central citiLs'such as
Sapporo, Sendai, and Hiroshima.

In these circumstances, to maintain the activity of all the North Kyushu Metropolitan
Area, and to grow into one of the core cities in Japan, commlrcial development
comparable w!t! the _three major areas, namely Tokyo, Keihanshin and Chukyo, is
required. The North Kyushu Metropolitan Area has a'latent potential to grow. nirt'ttre
population concentration in.Fukuoka City, the largest city in [he area, is n-ot necessarily
desirable, which has capacity- problems concerning watdr supply, wasted disposal, eti.
Therefore, the development in combination with-the Kitaklushu Urban ArLa that is
another core area must be discussed. For medium and small sized cities, links with large
cities are.strengthened, and by utilizing their impact, promotion of local industriJs,
concentration of advanced industries (".g., informaiion industry), and welfare
infrastructures are encouraged in order to build- a comfortable city and rlgion.

Specifically,. making efficient use of nature, history and tradition, Fukuoka city plans to
become an international exchange base by increasing its concentration of city functions
999h as information, communication, academic reslarch and international 

-exchanges.

Kitakyushu City plans to become an international technologicat city with a high quaiity
environment, strong industrial activity and advanced researcE in ord6r to contrib-uteio thl
international community. These cities will perhaps eventually form one large metropolitan
area by competing and cooperating with eath oti,"r.

Conceming the-_medium size cities in this area, the promotion plans are as follows.
[u.rry. City.will be a technological core city with a fodus on research and development.
19su Qilf will be a 9or9 city for trade due to its ideal geographical position. Oomuta
City will be a technologically in{tlstrialized city based on its eiisting industries and by
attracting new industries. Iizuka City and Munakata City wi[ be promoted as academit
research cities in cooperation with some universities.

To give core cities and medium size cities their own directions for growth, effective and
slpng lln]iq between tl-re cities are required such as the cooperation between Fukuoka
City and Kitakyushu City. The city and industrial functions oi the in-between towns such
as .Yukuhashi 9ity and Buzen City, which are on the East Kyushu Axis, and rosu City
and Oomuta City, which are on the extension of the Primiry National Axis, will b!
strengthened. Conceming the Chikuho Area, it is important to increase the links with the

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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two core cities, namely Fukuoka City and Kitakyushu City. letween the Chikuho Area
and Fukuoka 

'City, 
information ana communication, academic ryq9g9h and qity

connections should be initiated. AIso, between the Chikuho area and Kitakyushu City,
industrial, information and communication links must be strengthened. In the towns in
between,'it is necessary to increase the city and industrial functions and enlarge the

concentration of city functions.

On the other hand, agricultural and fishing towns and villages offer -a better -living
environment and scenery, therefore such attractions will be combined with the

attractiveness of large citi6s and medium and small sized cities, supplementing each other

to form an attractive area.

As mentioned above, the active area will be created by the competition and cooperation

among cities and regions within the area, and by enhancing the population mobility that

will be caused by inter- and intra-regional exchanges'

Clearly, the understanding and cooperation of local inhabitants is indispensable when
implementing the projectJas stated ibove. It is therefore necessary to build a system to
refiect the oflinioni of local inhabitants as much as possible.

4.2.3 Role of transportation infrastructure plan

Expansion of the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area to be one of the- leading areas in
Japan must be accompanici with the p6licy for upgrading transPortation infrastructures

anb services to give access to the residential districts within the area and interchange of
the population. 

-F.o* the viewpoint of long term planning,. high-level trunk roads and

high'-sieed public transportation networks wlll be constructed between Fukuoka-City and

Kiiakyushu'City. Both cities also will require the circular roads and the high-speed

inter-lity roads- to get high mobility, better public transportation such as 
-a 

subway

network, including t-he ext-ension of 
'existing 

subways, and a new. public traffic system

will become key issues. Other cities should improve. their.accessibility to the two core

cities, and upg.ide of transportation infrastructuies within the regional axis is necessary.

As the trade increases, to promote exchange, a new logistics system should be built,
which will automaticaily run in tunnels under roads. However, the construction cost

seems expensive, so the profitability of the system must be considered.. In implementation
and/or improvement of transportation network systems, active utilization of the terminal
areas (suih as the vicinity of railway stations) will be also vital'

4.2.4 Role of transportation management plan

In order to promote exchange of population, it is important to provide the convenient and

comfortable public transportltion. Examples are a common transport flre system between

different publi. trunspori modes, which-is partly in effect (between buses, railways and

busirailwiy of differint companies), a common ticket system,.uld u common_prepaid

card system to reduce the complexity of changing between the public transport_s-. They are

also important for making the use bf public transportation. networks more efficient' On

the othdr hand, to reducJthe heavy traffic congestion in the cities, the pla-nners should

consider better control of automobi[es into the city center, time staggering of commuting,
flex time System, policies for managing transportation demand, and technical

developments of such systems.

With the progress of today's information -society,- in .order for this -area to play .an
important ioli internationaily and domestically, the information and communication
infrastructures must be enhinced. A wide-area information network will be newly
constructed along the national expressways, and the local information networks will be

Joumal of the Eastem Asia society for Transportation Studies, vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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built utilizing the existing road networks.

4.3 Direction of comprehensive transportation plan

A comprehensive assessment was made on the direction of comprehensive transportation
improvement/plan, considering_-qe region-al axis determined in ihe second ques'tionnaire
and the seven future images. This stu-dy focused the discussion on which axis should be
strengthened to realize 

- 
the future image. The results were finally summarized and

arranged on.a map,.which is illustrated in Figure 6. This map shoris the direction for
llnplementation 1!d improvement of the future transportation infrastructures in the North
Kyushu Metropolitan Area.

:;!:.iii fttu6 rrcGbn
'::::::::::: L{ch&{ui!

: anopllcMy(lnu$l

- 

r[fioGl@d(h@)
: thosti*dls(h@)

0r020

Figure 6 Future lransportatlon intrastructures in the Nortft Kyushu irotropolltan Area

5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPOSTNG PLANNING SYSTEM
AND CONVENTIONAL PERSONAL TRIP SURVEY SYSTEM

The new planning system with the future vision is policy-oriented and qualitative, while
the conventional transportation planning technique bised-upon the personal trip survey is
demand-oriented and quan{itative. Though both methods hive theii different siandpoints,joining the two. methods will surely enlalgs the effectiveness of planning the
transportation projects- This study proposes the-method to integrate them,^illustraied in
Figure 7. The right side of the figure shows the scheme of the colnventional transportation
planning procedure using the dala taken by the personal trip survey. The futuie vision

Journal of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. 2, No. 4, Autumn, 1997
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transportation
infrastructure plan

Figure 7 Linkage between the new planning and the personal trip survey

DroDosed in this paper attaches to the scheme at two points. In the first Point it helps to

[i.Jr* tlr" ai.ectiorl of the area's development. Although the direction of the area is used

ilil;i;rbjectively in the conventiorial planning, the future vision can now make it
more clear anh consiitent to the regional policies'

The second criterion is to deliver the well-grounded ideas for the transportation

infrastructures and the management principlEs that are never covered by !h"
J"-una-orl"nted approach. In ither *or'ds, tliis is-the.proposal .for the transportation

irii"rt uCtrr"s bas# on social and/or political consideration. In order to realize this idea,

;i;;htil vision is rewritten dividing into two more detailed parts;- a regional Program
una u tiun.portation program involviig many plannels cqlce,rne{. The regional .program
ni*t tf," ' direction o"f regional d'eveloinient described strategically, while the

ii*rportution program p.opoies transportation infrastructures and management plans to

i;;6;i thJ re?ionai piog.".. Based on an analysis of the relationship between

;;l"itrg i;;;if"rt"t"i* infiastiuctures and the regional program, an evaluation was made
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to determine whether it is possible to cope using only the existing infrastructures, and if
not, new infrastructures are proposed from the policy-oriented consideration.

Using the future vision in these two ways can not only make the transportation planning
more understandable but also reflect policy-oriented factors in the planning process.

6. CONCLUSION

The following are the conclusions duly arrived at through the present study.
(1) A new method is proposed to determine the future area structure qualitatively, and

the hierarchical structure of future vision, fufure image - scenario, was successfully
obtained. The scenario is composed of current status, policy direction, role of thc

_ transportation plan.
(2) The future vision is finally obtained through two revisions with carrying out the

questionnaire survey. The transportation planners prepared by themselves the first
version of the future vision mainly by brain-storming. The Delphi method was
employed during the questionnaire survey. This approach succeeded in getting the
scenarios with important and feasible elements.

(S) fhe proposed method was applied to the North Kyushu Metropolitan Area to form
the future vision of the area in 2015. This future vision gives the direction for

. comprehensive improvement/planof thetransportation infrastructures.
(4) The method of linking between the future vision and the personal trip survey was

discussed. The linking enabled us to collect the recommendations of various people
in many positions, enhance the transportation planning by sharing and solving
anticipated problems, and incorporate more policy-oriented planning elements.

Future issues include the following points.
(f ) fne future vision proposed in ihis paper remains at the conceptual lcvel and linkage

to the personal trip survey is incomplete. Therefore, a methodology has to be
established to bridge between the future vision and the transportation plan with
concrete foundations.

(Z) fne method of making the future vision has become rather complicated because of
many questions to cover the wide range of the transportation policy. In order to
increase the operability of the proposed method, the methodology itself should
perhaps be simplified. For the items and subjects questioned by the Delphi method,
the effective field must be clarified, and problems that include technical matters may
perhaps need to be addressed in workshop-style technique and/or by other methods.
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